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1 Introduction
In these Product Information Sheets for BUX Zero You can find all the relevant information
regarding Your BUX Zero Account and the procedures that are of importance to You.

The Product Information Sheets contains information about transferring funds and the way in which
You can provide information to change Your personal details. You can also find general and
specific risks involved in investing in these Product Information Sheets. We therefore recommend
that You thoroughly read these and properly prepare Yourself for investing with BUX Zero.

The Product Information Sheets are an integral part of the BUX Zero Client Agreement. The terms
used in this Handbook therefore have the same meaning as has been given to them in the BUX
Zero Client Agreement Document unless specified differently.

2 Execution only
BUX offers execution-only services. This means that BUX receives and transmits Buy and/or Sell
orders for execution from clients. It is important to know that You are responsible for these
decisions and that You maintain and control the investments within Your investment portfolio. BUX
offers her clients a very user-friendly BUX Zero App and provides clients information regarding a
wide variety of topics that can potentially be relevant for investing.

BUX also checks whether these Financial Instruments fit the knowledge level and risk
preparedness of the client. Through this BUX wants to ensure that You thoroughly understand the
risks and workings of financial instruments and understand potential consequences of investing.

3 BUX Zero Account
Below You can find information regarding Your Account. You can also find information about Your
settings and how to change these.

PIN
One of the first things that You are asked when You download the BUX Zero App is to set a PIN.
This code is important and is required every time that You log in. Be sure to remember Your PIN.

For the sake of security, employees are not able to retrieve or see the PIN from Your Account.

Email Address
Your Account is linked to the email address that You provide during signup. Please ensure that You
can always access Your emails and secure Your email account properly.

Know Your Customer
As part of Your signup BUX will ask You several questions, for instance regarding the following
details: name, nationality, date of birth, place of birth and place of residency. Besides this You will
be asked to scan a valid proof of identification. With this information BUX can determine Your
identity and verify who is becoming Our Client.
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Inbox
Within Your BUX Zero Account You have a personal inbox. Here You can find relevant information
regarding activities on Your Account, such as the status of Your Account or the status of Your
Order executions.

Account
When You open an Account with BUX a trading- and cash account is opened. In addition, a Cash
Trading Account will be opened at ABN AMRO Clearing Bank.

Your Account will be created and available in the currency of the country where You live at the
moment of opening the Account. If, for example, You have Danish nationality but You reside and
open an Account in the Netherlands, an Account will be created in the Dutch currency (EUR) and
not in the Danish Kroner (DKK).

The moment You become a Client, an account will be opened at BUX as well as at ABN AMRO
Clearing Bank. Both accounts show the balance that You own. The BUX Zero Account will also
show future cash flows that will be processed into Your Account at ABN AMRO Clearing Bank on
the value date. You will be able to see the BUX Zero Account through the BUX Zero app. BUX will
take care to ensure that the balance displayed in the app is the same as the balance in Your Cash
Trading Account at ABN AMRO Clearing Bank.

All transactions in different currencies, for instance the acquisition of American shares in USD, will
be charged to Your Account in Your Account’s currency. In case Your Account is denominated in
EUR, a foreign exchange conversion will happen from EUR to USD or vice versa. At the time of
Order execution, the exchange rate will be calculated again using actual execution prices and the
actual currency exchange rates at that precise moment. It may happen that the ratio of EUR/USD
moves in an unfavourable manner, and that You have to pay more for an acquisition (or receive
less in case of a sale). It is important that You have enough Available Cash in Your Account to fulfil
Orders. It is not possible to have Your Account in overdraft. In case a situation arises that causes
Your Account to be in overdraft due to unforeseen circumstances, You may be requested to correct
the overdraft by transferring funds into Your Account.

Registering Transactions
There will be mutations to Your Account, such as when cash transfers and purchases / sales of
shares occur. This generally happens in real-time. However, Your Cash Trading Account at ABN
AMRO Clearing Bank will be debited and credited on the value date.

When You purchase or sell shares, it is general practice that the selling party only has to deliver
the shares two days after the transaction date and that the payment also occurs at that time. You
can find this value date in the transaction details message sent to Your inbox. The value date shall
be visible for every mutation. BUX will process all mutations in real-time and process the cash
transactions in Your Cash Trading Account at ABN AMRO Clearing Bank on the value date.

Your Contra Account
To make Your Account complete for transfers from and to Your Account it is required to deposit into
Your Account using a personal Bank Account in Your Name. This Bank Account will then be linked
to Your Account and only this Bank Account can be used for transfers.
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Please note: this Bank Account needs to be in Your name and held with an EU credit institution.
Sometimes BUX does not immediately receive Your name when receiving a wire transfer. In these
cases it is possible that Our Customer Service reaches out to You.

Transferring Funds
You can easily deposit funds into Your Account and withdraw funds from Your Account to Your set
contra account. To do this, simply use the buttons ‘Top Up’ or ‘Withdraw’. In case You withdraw
funds, it can take up to five Working Days before the funds arrive in Your contra account. You can
issue a withdrawal at any moment during the day and it will be processed immediately within Your
Account. You cannot cancel a withdrawal request at a later moment. BUX offers her services online
and does not accept deposits or withdrawals in cash.

Value Date
When You issue a deposit or withdrawal BUX will set the value date at a future date. This has to do
with the instructions that BUX provides for You to create a mutation from Your Cash Trading
Account at ABN AMRO Clearing Bank.

Transferring funds within BUX
Transferring funds within BUX is not possible. This is also true for assets.

Transferring assets from and to BUX
BUX does not offer the possibility to receive or transfer assets to a different party where You also
have an account.

Overviews
You can find several different overviews in Your Account such as:

● Portfolio;
● Cash Balance;
● Order Overview;
● Transaction Overview.

Fiscal overview
BUX will provide You a fiscal overview after the fiscal year has ended. This is an overview showing
the balance of Your Account and the total amount of dividend taxes withheld. You will need this
yearly report to verify Your Tax declaration at the Tax authorities. BUX will inform the Tax
authorities about Your balance and paid taxes.

Personal security
It is important that You do not share personal information with others and that You store Your
information securely. Be mindful of websites and fraudulent emails that seem to come from BUX.
Be aware: BUX will never ask for Your PIN; every request to share Your PIN can be seen as
suspicious. When in doubt, always contact Our Customer Service.

In case You forgot Your PIN or someone stole it from You, always contact Our Customer Service.
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Website
BUX has websites under the domain names: https://getbux.com and https://bux.com, where You
can find general information about BUX and the provided services. You can also find the BUX Zero
Order Execution Policy and information regarding fees here.

Customer Service
If You have questions, suggestions, feedback or complaints about the services offered by BUX You
can reach out to Our Customer Service. They are generally available between 9:00h and 18:00h
Central European Time (CET) on Working Days.

You can go to ‘Settings’ through the BUX Zero app and choose Support. You then have the choice
to chat or call with one of Our Customer Service agents. You can also reach Our Customer Service
by mail at support@bux.com.

4 Risks of investing
Knowledge and Experience
It is important to know that BUX requires information from You to test Your knowledge and
experience about specific Financial Instruments or services. To do this BUX will ask You several
questions during Your application. On the basis of the provided information BUX can determine
whether the product or service is appropriate for You. 

You should have sufficient knowledge about investing and the financial markets because You are
at risk with every investment that You do. A lot of knowledge can be gained on the Internet or
through specialised books. Relevant market information, the product itself and the news around
financial products are important to know. The financial situation of the company is described in the
Annual Financial Statement which is published on the website of the company.

There is a risk that Your money will be worth less or that You lose Your entire investment due to
different circumstances. A couple of important risks should be kept in mind as soon as You invest.
These risks are described in the BUX Zero Risk Disclosure document. You need to agree with this
document before opening an Account at BUX.

Outages/Calamities
It is not guaranteed that the trade of a Financial Instrument will always go through in every
situation; there is a risk of an outage or technical problem. The possibility exists that the quote feed
has a problem or a problem occurs at once of the parties that deliver services to Us, or Your very
own telecom provider. With any outage or calamity the damages can be big even though BUX and
all her suppliers are taking the necessary actions to limit the damages. Take this into account.

5 Orders
Order types
When placing orders, there is a choice between different order types.
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Market Order:
A Market Order is a Buy or Sell order for which You do not provide any limiting provisions with
regard to the price. This order type will be sent to the stock exchange immediately upon completion
of the order. Market Orders are always day orders. These orders are executed regardless of the
price. BUX has set limits to protect You in order to prevent the price at which it is executed from
deviating too much from the last known price. If the next price on the financial markets exceeds the
limits, your Order will be rejected. Please note that no Market Orders can be placed outside trading
hours. The amount of money equal to the value of your purchase order will be reserved to meet the
obligation. Be aware that an indicative price will be used in the creation of the purchase order. In
the case of a Sell order, BUX will use an indicative price at which the Order may be executed. The
final execution determines the final total value. The advantage of a Market Order is its fast
execution. A disadvantage, however, is that the price at which the Order is executed may deviate
from the last quoted price due to price fluctuations. It may happen that the situation in the order
book has changed considerably.

Limit Order:
In the case of a Limit Order, for a Buy order, you indicate the maximum price you wish to pay, and
the minimum price you wish to receive in the case of an order to sell. The amount of money equal
to the value of your purchase order will be reserved to meet the obligation on the settlement date.
In case of a Sell order You will see the total value that You wish to receive when the price limit is
reached and executed. This order type will be sent to the stock exchange immediately upon
completion of the order instruction. The Limit Order will expire at the end of the trading day if it has
not been cancelled or executed. In the case of an Order with a longer duration the Order will, if not
executed or cancelled, expire at the end of the trading day.

Any taxes and calculated fees will be deducted and shown as an indication on the order screen.
The final execution of the Order will determine the final calculation. All orders can only be created
during regular trading hours of the stock exchange where the financial instrument is primarily
tradable.

Zero Order:
In the case of a Zero Order, You give a purchase order or order to sell to execute the Order shortly
after the Cutoff Time (deadline) of the specific market. Cutoff Time is the time of day when we will
not accept new Orders for that day. This time may vary per stock exchange. Further details will be
provided via the website and/or app. It is not possible to specify a limit. BUX will calculate the
purchase amount at the then current price of the financial instrument at the time the Order is
created and will reserve a small buffer on top of that. This will be the maximum purchase amount.
BUX takes into account that the Order can be executed at a higher price and will indicate the
maximum number of shares you can buy. It is not possible to sell more shares than You own and
will be refused. In case of a Sell order BUX will calculate the total minimum sale amount. BUX
takes negative price fluctuations into account. The Zero Order can be created during the trading
hours of the relevant exchange of the financial instrument in order to be offered for execution by
BUX at the next Cutoff Time. Each trading day of the relevant stock exchange of the financial
instrument will have its own Cutoff Time. The Cutoff Time will depend on the financial instrument
where it is traded, an American share will have a different Cutoff Time than a Dutch share. When
creating the Order, the next Cutoff Time will be indicated on the screen of the created Zero Order.
As long as the Cutoff Time is not reached you can revoke the created Zero Order.
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If the price exceeds the set maximum limits, the Zero Order will not be placed by BUX, but will
expire. After all, you can't spend more than the money you have in your BUX account. Always
check whether the Zero Order has been executed in whole or in part or has (partially) expired. The
limits only apply to negative price deviations. A Zero purchase order where the price of the
financial instrument has fallen enormously will be executed. This also applies to an Order to Sell,
where the price has risen.

The Zero Order is not immediately sent to the financial markets, but will first be collected and will
be offered for execution in the execution window after the Cutoff Time. BUX will place the Order
shortly after Cutoff Time. The Order will be offered for execution after the Cutoff Time but before
the stock exchange closes. This is called the execution window. You always get a message of what
happened to your order, usually a message of execution. It is possible, for example, that Your
Order is only partially executed or is refused due to a negative price fluctuation. It is possible that
the price of the financial instrument fluctuates to such an extent that after the placing of the Order
the price is outside the set BUX limits, in which case the Order will be refused and You will be
notified.

The price at which a Zero Order is executed depends on the prevailing market price at the time the
transaction is executed. This may work to your advantage or disadvantage depending on price
fluctuations in the respective market.

You must be aware that you accept the risks inherent to this order type. BUX is not liable for losses
incurred as a result of your choice for a Zero Order. It's important that you monitor the status of
your Zero Order. It is important that You realise that the price at the time of creating the Zero Order
generally does not correspond to the price at the time of execution of the Zero Order.

You can place Orders through the BUX Zero App. In the app’s menu, You can select a share or
other Financial Instrument of Your choice or You can search for a specific share using the app’s
search functionality. In case You want to place an Order, it is very important that You check and
confirm everything thoroughly.

Order Status
An Order has a life cycle and can be in the following states:

● Created: The Order is created
● Placed: The Order is confirmed in the order book
● Executed: The Order is executed
● Partially Executed: The Order is partially executed
● Cancelled: The Order is Cancelled
● Rejected: The Order is Rejected
● Expired: The Order has expired

The status of an Order shows the latest update. It is important to keep track of the status so that
You know when to take action. An example could be when the Order is rejected by the exchange
or when the Order expires at the end of a trading day.

When You want to cancel an order Yourself, You have to take into account that this can only be
done while the Order has not yet expired. A day Order is valid till market close on the trading day
that You issued the Order.
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Check
Every Order that is created by You, has to be confirmed through a review screen. You will be asked
to confirm the Order explicitly. It is important that You check all the details for correctness. 

In case You do not have sufficient Available Cash in Your BUX Account (i.e. an Order exceeds
Available Cash), the Order cannot be created.

The transaction costs and foreign currency exchange rate (where applicable) are taken into
account when determining the total value of an Order. For taxable transactions that are subject to
the Financial Transaction Tax, the appropriate tax amount is taken into account when calculating
an Order. The BUX foreign exchange rate markup has already been taken into account in the
exchange rate. The amount of taxes or transaction costs reserved for the Order and the foreign
currency exchange rate will be adjusted upon execution because the exact execution price is only
clear at that moment. It is therefore possible that the actual transaction costs, the foreign currency
exchange rate and markup, or the amount of Financial Transaction Tax are somewhat lower or
higher than what was previously reserved. The exchange rate when executing an Order in a
currency other than the Euro, applies to the total value of the transaction. BUX charges a mark-up
on the exchange rate for each executed Order, this is immediately visible in Your Account after
execution of the Order. The current fees are displayed on the BUX Zero website.

It is not possible to sell Financial Instruments that You do not own (short selling).

Savings Plan
In addition to one-off orders, BUX also allows clients to participate in a Savings Plan. This feature
enables clients to select the exact (fractional) Stocks and ETFs that they want to invest in regularly,
and a date/cadence for when they want these investments to happen (e.g. once a month on the
26th). The Savings Plan will be extended with more features over time, like to invest a cash
amount and invest in fractional ETFs and or in (US) fractional shares. Then, once a month on that
particular day, BUX will use Zero Orders to purchase these ETFs for the customer. If sufficient
funds are not available, then five days prior to the execution day, BUX may send the client a
notification to deposit funds into their account. The Client may also give consent to BUX to directly
debit the funds from the linked IBAN bank account. While BUX will take reasonable steps to ensure
that the notification to ensure sufficient funds will be available on the Client’s account is being
dispatched, BUX is not liable in the event that this notification is not sent. BUX is also not liable for
any investment opportunities missed by the client due to insufficient funds or any problems or
challenges due to unfortunate incidents regarding the direct debit option to the savings  plan. The
client can stop or amend the Savings Plan at any point prior to the Execution Date. Please note
that orders placed as part of a Savings Plan are subject to the same notional value restrictions that
apply to regular orders (see “Restrictions and limits” section below).

Opening hours
At this moment it is only possible to issue an Order while the markets are open. Most European
markets open at 9:00h and close at 17:30h CET. Markets in different timezones than CET can
deviate from these times.

Extended trading hours
The US stock exchanges open at 09:30 (Eastern time) and close at 16:00 (Eastern time). These
are the regular trading hours and with most brokers You will only be able to trade US stocks during
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this period, when the market is actually open. Now it often is the case that American companies
regularly publish their figures after the close of the stock market. As a result, large price jumps in a
positive or negative sense often follow. At BUX it is also possible to trade outside normal trading
hours on the American stock exchange. This offers You as an investor the opportunity to trade
immediately after the figures have been released. You should be aware of the risks involved, for
example the risk of less liquidity during these extended hours. BUX therefore encourages you to
read the BUX Zero risk disclosure regarding all possible risks involved.Orders created during the
extended hours - if not executed or cancelled - will expire at the end of the trading day.

With extended-hours trading, You are able to trade before the markets open (pre-market), and after
the markets are closed (after-hours). Pre-market will be available 2.5 hours earlier or even earlier.
After-hours trading continues for 4 more hours or even longer. That's an extra six and a half hours
of trading, every single day. BUX will gradually provide extended hours meaning it will start first
with the pre market hours and partly after market hours and later on more after market hours.

Orders created during the pre market hours - if not executed or cancelled - will expire at the end of
the post market hours.
Orders created during regular trading hours-if not executed or cancelled-will expire at the end of
the regular trading hours.
Orders created during the post market hours - if not executed or cancelled - will expire at the end
of the post market hours.

Executing Orders
When an Order is executed, the settlement takes place within Your Portfolio. The Account Value,
the Available Cash and the Reserved Cash will be adjusted at that moment. An Order that is
executed will also be shown as a transaction. Based on the arrangements made within the
financial markets a transaction is settled two transaction days after the trading day (T+2). This
means that the payment and delivery of the Financial Instrument happen at T+2. The settlement
date is provided in Your transaction history. BUX processes everything real-time in Your portfolio.
However, the funds in Your Cash Trading Account at ABN AMRO Clearing Bank will be credited or
debited on the value date.

At the moment that You acquire a Financial Instrument You become the economic owner. On the
settlement date of the Financial Instrument You become the legal owner. On the settlement date
You actually receive (when buying) or transfer (when selling) the Financial Instrument. An
economic owner has the right to dividends in case the purchase occurs one day before the shares
without rights to dividends are tradeable. This is also referred to as the ex-dividend-date.

Restrictions and limits
BUX may, in light of the developments on the market or in the portfolio of the Client, from time to
time impose restrictions and limits with respect to orders and positions in
Financial Instruments when BUX deems this necessary. 

Examples of these limits and restrictions are - but not limited to - the following:

● Notional value restriction
This restriction aims to prevent sending high notional value orders causing high market
fluctuations to the order book. This notional check calculates the notional value at order level
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(quantity*price*FX rate) and sets configurable limits. Orders above the maximum of the notional
value will be refused by BUX.

● Price limit
This restriction prevents from sending orders to the Execution Venue that are higher than by BUX
pre-set price limits. For example, the price limits for stocks cannot exceed >5% of the current
market price.

● Foreign currency
For an Order that is not directly executed (but at a later time) a reservation will be placed on Your
Account to absorb large fluctuations of the foreign currency. This reservation expires when the
Order has actually been executed or cancelled.

● Volume restriction
This restriction aims to prevent sending large volume orders to the Execution Venue that could
cause extreme market fluctuations. 

● Order cancellations restriction
This restriction aims to prevent from sending a higher number of cancelled orders than the number
of placed orders. 

Tick Size
The minimum amount that the price of a Financial Instrument, such as a share, may move by is
referred to as a tick. The size of this movement, the `tick size`, is set for each Financial Instrument
by the financial market. Every share is distributed within a `tick size` range. These are adjusted
every year.

Freeze
It is possible that the rate of a Financial Instrument makes a big leap on the market. To avoid chaos
in the market, trading will be temporarily suspended. This is referred to as freeze. The price range
that triggers a freeze (collar) is different for every Financial Instrument and is determined by the
trading venue. Every Order that is received by the exchange during a freeze will be rejected. The
Order will then also receive the status rejected.

Malfunction
A technical malfunction can prevent You from placing an Order. You are requested to contact
BUX’s Customer Service team to place an Order if this happens. Please note that in this scenario,
You can only set an Order to sell a share with Our Customer Service.

Financial Transaction Tax
The Financial Transaction Tax (FTT) is a tax that is charged when You buy shares (or similar
securities, such as depositary receipts for shares) that meet certain criteria regardless of the place
of trading and / or inclusion in indices.

• on French securities since 1 August 2012,
• on Italian securities since March 1, 2013.
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It applies to the following instruments:

For French securities:
• shares of companies,
• depositary receipts for shares (IDRs, ADRs),
listed on a French or foreign regulated market and issued by French companies with a stock
market average capitalization of more than 1 billion euros in the past year.

Please go to the BUX Zero website. You will find a link to the current FTT instrument list at the
FAQ/Support section.

For Italian securities:
• shares of companies,
• depositary receipts for shares (IDRs, ADRs),
listed on an Italian or foreign regulated market and issued by Italian companies with a stock market
average capitalization of more than 500 million Euros in the past year.

FTT applies when transfer of ownership occurs and is effective at settlement data. In concrete
terms, the tax is due on:

● net purchases on the secondary market;
● transfers between accounts, provided the transfer is made for consideration and with

transfer of ownership;
● certain transactions in securities (Corporate Actions).

Net purchase explained. The legislation allows for the application of FTT based on the daily net
purchase per final beneficiary per share. Meaning all buys and sells in the same share at the same
day can be netted and the total net purchase amount will be used for tax calculation.

FTT tax is not due on the following transactions:
• purchases on the primary market IPO);
• transfers between accounts without transfer of ownership (transfers between two accounts of the
same account holder(s));
• transfers under free title (eg inheritances, gifts, free transfer);
• sales, repurchases, refunds;
• certain transactions in securities (Corporate Actions).

The tax is charged on the amount of the transaction, net purchase amount.
For French securities, the tax rate is 0.30% on stock purchases
For Italian securities, the tax rate is 0.10% on stock purchases

An estimation of FTT will be calculated and shown when You enter a purchase order. When Your
order is executed the actual FTT is calculated and is withdrawn immediately from Your cash
balance. After the market closes the net purchase amount will be calculated. In the situation You
have also sold shares of the same company on the same day, BUX will credit your account.

Example
You made the following trades in Air France/KLM at the same trading day:

You bought 100 shares at 12.10
10
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You sold 40 shares at 12.50
You will be debited after Your purchase for 100 shares x 12.10 x 0.3 % = 3.63 Euro.

After the market closes your Net purchase will be calculated.

The net purchase is 100 - 40 = 60 shares and Your correct net purchase tax amount is 60 x 12.10
x 0.3% = 2.17.

Your credit amount is 3.63 - 2.17 = 1.46 Euro

6 Corporate Actions
Corporate Actions and Other Administrative Actions
When a Corporate Action takes place that has an impact on Your Account BUX will always strive to
bring this to Your attention. BUX has the right to process a Corporate Action to her discretion,
which can mean no action at all.
 
BUX will generally process Corporate Actions as a cash distribution of money in the currency of
Your Account on the pay date or whenever BUX receives the dividend from the custodian. If the
Corporate Action is in a foreign currency, it will first be converted into the currency of Your Account
before it is paid.

Deadline
Many voluntary Corporate Actions will contain a deadline. BUX will follow-up on this deadline with
its custodian. In cases where the deadline applies to You, BUX will contact You.

6.1 Corporate Actions explained
There are many different types of Corporate Actions. Here BUX will explain them briefly.

Cash Dividend
The most common of all Corporate Actions is the distribution of cash dividends. BUX will process
the dividend and will pay You the gross amount minus withholding tax.

Optional Dividend
Companies sometimes offer optional dividends, a scenario where the dividend may be received
either in cash or in the form of additional shares. BUX will always choose and process the cash
option on Your Account. Withholding tax will be deducted if applicable.

Claim Rights
With this Corporate Action the shareholder is presented the possibility to buy new shares at a
reduced price or to sell these rights. There is also the possibility to allow these rights to lapse as
not-exercised. Due to the vast differences between different claim rights and their specific
characteristics, BUX will inform You via mail or through the inbox of the BUX Zero app to explain
how this Corporate Action will be processed.
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Takeover Bid
When a company is acquired by another company it may be possible to receive cash in exchange
for Your existing shares as part of a tender offer. BUX will, by default, sign Your shares up for the
proposed tender. BUX will at that point notify You via mail or through the inbox in the BUX Zero
app.
 
Sometimes a takeover bid is done in shares by the other company. In this case it is possible to
receive new shares in return for Your existing shares.

Split and reverse split
A company can decide to split their shares due to a low (reverse) or high share price. BUX will
round Your position down to the nearest whole number of shares in these cases. Any residual
value will be distributed to You in cash.

6.2 Administrative actions
Initial Public Offering (IPO)
BUX will not offer the opportunity to participate in any IPOs.

Shareholders Meeting
BUX will not utilise the voting right to Securities held on behalf of the client. On Your request, BUX
will endeavour to procure that Client obtains the right to attend the shareholder meeting and the
right to vote with respect to the Securities held for the account of Client.

7 Fractional Shares
Fractional shares are pieces, or fractions, of whole shares of a company or ETF. You can trade
stocks and ETFs in pieces of shares- this will be in addition to trading in whole shares.
BUX will allow you to trade in fractional shares containing 6 decimals.

With fractional shares, you can invest in stocks and ETFs with a high price for a single share with
as little as 10 Euro as the minimum amount.

You can place real-time fractional share orders in Euro amounts and sell in (fractional) share
amounts. All orders will be rounded, converted to the currency of the security or ETF if different to
the user’s currency using the current fx rate, and then used to purchase a fractional equivalent
equalling the original Euro cash amount. When You create an order an indication of how many
fractional shares you can purchase will be displayed, when the order is executed the actual
number of fractions will be displayed, alongside the original total Euro amount.

You can use the market order type for fractional trading. The market order type is described in this
document.

All the fractional orders are transmitted by BUX to an executing broker which will execute the order.
When an order contains multiple shares and a fractional part, the rounded number of shares will be
a smart order routed between multiple venues. The fractional part of the order is transmitted by the
executing broker to a Systematic Internaliser which will execute the order. In this case, the
fractional execution price will be the same as the execution price for the multiple shares in the
market. On the occasion that the order has only a fractional number of shares, the order will be
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transmitted by the executing broker to the Systematic Internalizer and will execute the order
immediately at the market price of that moment provided by their data vendor.

Fractional shares are safekept within the administration of BUX - these fractions do not exist
outside the administration of BUX. Financial markets only work with a whole number of shares.
Outside of BUX only the whole number of shares exist and will be safekept by BUX at the
custodian. The (fractional) shares are safekept by Stichting BUX Custody in order to create a
bankruptcy remote situation from the investment firm BUX. This means your shares and fractional
shares are safekept in the same safe manner.

Due to the fact that fractional shares do only exist in the administration of BUX, certain limitations
and unique risks relate to investing in fractions.

BUX rounds all fractional holdings to six decimal places. For all notional based orders, your
transaction will never exceed the order amount. Rounding may also affect your ability to be
credited for cash dividends, stock dividends and stock splits. For example, if you own 0.000001
shares of a stock that pays a one cent dividend per-share, we will not credit your cash balance a
fraction of a cent.

BUX will only accept market orders for fractional shares, which means it will be executed at the
market price at that moment the order reaches the market. The market can be in this case a
Regulated Market, MTF and or Systematic Internalizer.

BUX will comply in all respects with “best execution” on all orders executed through BUX in line
with its regulatory requirements. The fractional share component of an order will be executed
bilateral with the Systematic Internalizer as counterparty and will be executed by the market price
at that moment.

Dividends will be paid to those who own fractions of a share. Dividend payments will be split based
on the fraction of the stock owned, then rounded to the nearest cent.

In case of an ordinary forward split, your position in fractional shares will be multiplied with the split
ratio. For example, if you own 1.5 shares of Deutsche Bank and the split ratio is 2 for 1 forward
stock split, you will have after stock split 3 shares of Deutsche Bank.

In case of an extraordinary stock split or reverse split, it might occur that a cash equivalent will be
paid for the fractional position.

In case of an optional dividend, the default option of cash will be applied.

Transfer of Fractional Shares. Fractional shares are not transferable. If you close your account, the
fractional shares held in your account will need to be liquidated.

Voting Rights. The fractional share does not exist outside the BUX administration. This means BUX
will be rounding down to the nearest whole share for the total number of eligible shares for voting
purposes.
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8 Disclaimer
This Product Information Sheet has been created with due care. However, BUX is not liable for any
incorrect information stated in this document.
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